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Hotel Valuation Peculiarities

 Rigid layout that cannot easily adapt to other uses of the 

building

 Building components may become obsolete

 Core structure, machinery, finishing and furniture

 Specialized know-how required for proper management

 Fluctuations in operating performances and temporary wide 

market variations

 Ex. Olympic games



Types of Hotel Management Options

 Lease Agreement

 Lease + Turnover Agreement

 Service Management Agreement

 Direct Management



Lease Agreement

 Most PASSIVE form of hotel ownership

 Owner of the hotel (lessor) leases the property to a lessee

 Lessee runs the hotel under own name and account, at their 

own risk

 Lessor collects fixed rent and pays some fixed charges (property 

tax, property insurance, maintenance)



Lease+Turnover Agreement

 Similar to Lease Agreement, but BENEFICIAL to hotel owner

 Owner collects maximum between a given % (usually 20-27%) 

and a given guaranteed amount

 More profitable than a Lease Agreement under favorable 

conditions, equal to Lease Agreement under unfavorable 

conditions



Service Management Agreement

 Hilton, Novotel, Sheraton, 
etc.

 Management company serves 
as operator for property 
owner

 Management company 
receives a base fee on 
revenues (usually 2-4%) and 
incentive fees to align 
interests, but does not take 
on economic risks

 Hotel Owner receives P&L 
net of management fees and 
other charges



Direct Management

 Most RISKY management form

 Hotel owner takes full responsibility (good or bad) for finances 

and operating of the hotel

 All P&L goes directly to the owner

 Rare nowadays



Valuation Techniques

 Economic Methodologies (preferred):

a. Direct Capitalization Approach

b. Discounted Cash-Flow Approach

 Direct Comparison Approach: this approach presents some 

drawbacks, so it's rarely used



Direct Capitalization Approach

 Used when net income generated is stable and future changes 

are not expected

 Use either EBITDAR multipliers or Net Operating Income and 

Cap Rates

 Earnings before Taxes, Depreciations, Amortizations and Rents

 Main difference: EBITDAR multipliers are unaffected by type of 

management



Discounted Cash-Flow Approach

 Evidence from the international market suggests that this is the 

preferred approach

 Provides the best-supported value estimate

 Consider the sustainability of the rent for the user

 Use a comparison of EBITDAR and rent expenses



Forecast of Hotel Profit and Loss

 Required to use the Economic Approaches

 Lease: assesses the sustainability of rent

 Lease + Turnover: forecasts rents

 Owner gets hotel P/L if under Management Agreement or Direct 

Management



Forecast of Hotel Profit and Loss cont.

 1. Market Analysis

 Economic analysis of hotel's market

 Supply/Demand analysis of reference market

 Forecast of room rates and occupancy

 2. Forecast of Income and Expenses according to USALI standards

 Uniform System of Accounts for the Lodging Industry







Direct Comparison Approach

 Used to value standardized properties

 Properties are more comparable

 Value per room as a standardized measure

 Can establish a range of values to test the reasonability of 

economic methods of valuation


